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the application software has been developed for integration into many of wavecom’s products. this
software can run on many operating systems: windows, linux, solaris,.. wavecom w-code w-pcie decoder

card v2.0 rtl-sdr is an open source software defined radio project. rtl-sdr uses software defined radio or sdr
technology to build a completely programmable radio. any data source can be used with rtl-sdr. radio data
can be captured from antennas, receivers, radio.. rtl-sdr is a powerful tool that may be used for hacking,

research, and amateur radio (ham radio) on the pc. it can read the data from radio receivers and
oscilloscopes, or demodulate an aes-encrypted data stream from a wi-fi network. rtl-sdr is an open source

software defined radio project. rtl-sdr is a powerful tool that may be used for hacking, research, and
amateur radio (ham radio) on the pc. pc software decoderthe w-code is a new software decoder of the well
known wavecom line of decoders. the w-code software is designed to work with your existing equipment

-no proprietary hardware required. it allows seamless integration with sdr (software defined radio)
receivers with iq data or digital audio outputs. one client license provided with each software package

(multiple licenses on request). w-code provides all functions required to analyze, decode and process radio
data communications throughout the spectrum (hf, vhf, uhf, shf). w-recorder is an ideal option for the

existing w-pcie decoder card. it records signals at their primary level (from antennae, receivers or down
converters etc.) for analysis and decoding with various wavecom applications or third-party products.
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link 11 is used to exchange digital information among airborne, land-based, and ship-board tactical data
systems. it is the primary means to exchange data such as radar tracking information beyond line of sight.

in addition, it is used for radar coordination and weapons fire control. the w-code digital data link is a single-
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channel link-11 wired packet data link, used by the british armed forces primarily for intercoms, comms,
and maritime tactical data exchange. as such it can also be used to transmit/receive/decode/encode

analogue data from/to the user. it was previously known as the tadil-a link. data is transmitted over the link
using a payload mode of operation called the w-code protocol. there is no subscriber address or control

messages, and no control channel, just the data itself. the information transmitted is in the form of control
code frames and the w-code data frames. these frames are sent in groups of control code frames, data

frames, and data link control frames. the control code frames are two to four bytes in length. these frames
may be used by the receiving side to identify the type of data that follows, in addition to initiating or

closing the link. the data frames are either 4 to 8 bytes in length, or 32 to 64 bytes in length. these frames
carry the data that is being exchanged. the data link control frames are used to indicate to the receiving
side the availability of data. the w-code data link protocol is described in mil-std-188-203-1a, and can be

used to carry signals in any standard frequency band, as long as the transmitting and receiving equipment
are calibrated to the correct frequency band. 5ec8ef588b
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